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ABSTRACT
Today security with respect to input data is play as an very important in the networking system. Key recovery is the
difficult task in data sharing system. When authenticated user access the file then that user will get the file as well as
the key to decrypt that file. But after some time interval if user found less trustworthy then data owner may block
that user. The main problem is that user is still having the key so there may be possibility that user can share that
key with others so to recover that issue data owner re sign the particular file so even though the user try to leak the
key then there is no issue of accessing the file. In this paper we proposed two type of key recovery Black box and
Gray box key recovery. Many anomaly detection systems depend on machine learning algorithms to derive a model
of normality that is later used to detect suspicious events.

Keyword : - Intrusion Detection System; Anomaly Detection System; Adversarial Classification; Secure
Machine Learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the computer security problems can be essentially reduced to separating malicious from non-malicious
activities. This is, one such a example, in the case of spam filtering, intrusion detection, or the identification of
fraudulent behavior. In general defining in a precise and computationally useful way what is harmless or what is
offensive is often much complex. To overcome these difficulties, many solutions to such problems have traditionally
adopted a machine-learning approach, through the use of classifiers to automatically derive models of (good and/or
bad) behavior that are later used to recognize the occurrence of potentially dangerous event.
KIDS idea of learning with secret is not entirely a new. Anagram , another payload-based anomaly detection
system was which addresses the evasion problem in same manner was introduced by Wang et al. Here we compare
between two broad classes of classifier that make use of key. In the first group, that we term randomized classifiers,
the classifier which is entirely public (i.e equivalently, is trained with public information only). However, in
detection mode some parameters are randomly chosen every time an instance has to be classified, thus making
uncertain for the attacker how the instance will be processed. Note that, in this case, the same instance will be
processed differently every time if we choose key is randomly. We emphasize that randomization can also be
applied at training time, although it is sufficiently effective when used during testing only, at least as far as evasion
attacks are concerned. KIDS belong to a second group, that we call keyed classifiers.
There are practically various types of cryptanalytic attacks that depends on many factors: Attacks based on few
ciphertext are better than attacks that require many ciphertext, known plaintext attacks are better than chosen
plaintext attacks, no adaptive attacks are better than adaptive attacks, single key attacks are better than related key
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attacks, etc. Since it is difficult to quantify the relative importance of all these factors in different scenarios, we
usually concentrate on the total running time of the attack, which is a single well defined number.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The difficult problem of computing optimal strategies is to modify an attack so that it evades detection by a
Bayes classifier. The problem can be described in game theoretic terms, where each modification made to an
instance comes at price and successful detection and evasion have measurable utilities to the classifier and the
adversary, respectively. The author study how to detect such optimally modified instances by adapting the decision
surface of the classifier and also formulates how the adversary may react to this. The setting requierd in assumes an
adversary with full knowledge of the classifier to be evaded after how evasion can be done when such information is
unavailable. They formulate the adversarial classifier reverse engineering problem (ACRE) as the task of learning
sufficient information about a classifier to construct attack instead of looking for optimal strategies. The author use a
membership oracle as implicit adversarial model the attacker is given a chance to query the classifier with any
chosen instance to determine whether it is malicious or not. A reasonable objective is to find instances that evade
detection with an affordable number of queries. The ACRE is learnable if there exist an algorithm that finds a
minimal-cost in-stance evading detection using only polynomial many queries. A classifier is only ACRE klearnable if the cost is not minimal but bounded by k. Among the results given, it is proved that linear classifiers
with continuous feature are ACRE k-learnable under linear cost functions. These classifiers should not be used in
adversarial environment. More work by generalizes these results to convex-inducing classifiers, shows that it is
generally not required to reverse engineer the decision boundary to construct undetected instances of near minimal
cost. For the few open problems and challenges related to the classifier evasion problem. Additional works has
revisited the role of machine learning in security application with particular emphasis on anomaly detection.
Barreno et al. [1], [2] has praposed on the risks of applying machine learning algorithms to security domains. In
it they introduce a taxonomy which groups attacks on machine learning systems into different categories, depending
on whether the adversary influences training or only analyzes an already trained system; whether the goal is to force
just one mis-classification, or else to generate too many so that the system becomes unusable; etc. The author
described useful discussion on potential counter measures and enumerate various open problems.
Kolesnikov et al. [9] demonstrated that polymorphic mimicry worms, based on encryption and data
encoding to obfuscate that their content, are present to evade frequency distribution-based anomaly detectors like
PAYL [8]. PAYL models byte-value frequency distributions so detection can be avoided by padding anomalous
sequences with an appropriate amount of normal traffic. In order to counteract polymorphic mimicry worms, PAYL
authors developed Anagram [8], an anomaly detector that models n-grams observed in normal traffic. Anagram also
introduces a new strategy, called randomization, to hinder evasion. There are two possible types of randomization,
namely randomized modeling and randomized testing.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper I proposed KIDS for recovering of key . My work shows that recovering the key is extremely
simple provided that the attacker can interact with KIDS. Keyed Intrusion Detection System, is a key dependent
network anomaly detector that inspects packet payloads. I have provided discussion on this and other open questions
in the hope of stimulating further research in this area. The attack here presented could be prevented by introducing
a number of ad hoc counter measures the system, such as limiting the maximum length of words and payloads, or
including such quantities as classification features. I suspect, however, that these variants may still be vulnerable to
other attacks.
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4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
To provide user security for file transfer we requires proposed system. As in many roll based access system if
the user have the access of the file then user can access the file any time but if the user found unauthorized then
there is main challenge is revoking the access of that user .KIDS provide that facility of revoking the access of the
user also resignature concept for the particular file.

Fig -4.1: Architecture of Proposed System
The above figure shows the Architecture of Proposed System. The system consists of four basic module which
are listed and explain below in detail.
A.

Node Creation & Routing:
In this module, first a wireless network is created. All the nodes are randomly deployed in the network area. Our
network may be a mobile network, nodes are assigned with mobility. Source and destination nodes are defined. Data
transferred from source node to destination node. As we are working in mobile network, nodes mobility is set i.e.
node move from one position to another.
B. Key- Recovery Attacks On Kids:
When providing the security of systems such as KIDS, one major problem comes from the absence of widely
accepted adversarial model gives a precise explation of the attacker’s goals and his capabilities one such model for
secure machine learning and discussed many general categories of attack. Our work does not fit well with in because
our main goal is not to attack the learning algorithm itself, but to recover one piece of secret information that,
subsequently, may be essential to succesfully launch an evasion attack.
C. Keyed Anomaly Detection And Adversarial Models Revisited:
Closely related to the point discussed in above model is the need to establish clearly defined and motivated
adversarial model for the secure machine learning algorithms. The assumptions made about the attacker’s
capabilities are critical to efficently analyze the security of any scheme but few of them may well be unrealistic for
many applications. One debatable issue is that whether the attacker can really recive feedback from the system for
instances he chooses. This bears some analogies with Chosen-Plaintext Attacks (CPA) in cryptography. This
assumption has been made by many works in secure ma-chine learning, including ours.
D. Unauthorized access:
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Once the data owner share the encrypted file with its key to authorized user but after some time interval user
found accessing some unauthorized things then there is a problem of key recovery. In this module system will
identify the unauthorized access through certain keys. When user press certain keys which predefined by the system
then because of this system performance get decrease and that get capture by the server. So to recover the given
from the user we apply the resignature concept.

5. ALGORITHM USED FOR IMPLEMENTATION
1. Key-Recovery on Gray-Box KIDS
1: D1←Ø
2: D2←Ø
3: for d = 0 to 255 do
4: p ← (w1║d║w2)
5: if S(p)

S(w1║d ║w2) ∀ d ∈ D1 then

6: D1←D1 ∪{ d }.
7: else
8: D2←D2 ∪ { d }.
9: end-if.
10: end-for
11: q← w2
12: if S(q) S(w1║ d ║w2) ∀ d ∈ D1 then
13: return D2
14: else
15: return D1
2. Key-Recovery on Black-Box KIDS
1: for each qᵢ ∈ Q do
2: Dᵢ ← Ø
3: for d= 0 to 255 do
4: p ← (qᵢ ║ d ║ w ₂║d║…. ║d ║w₂)
5: if anom(p) = true then
6: Dᵢ←Dᵢ ∪{ d }
7: end-if
8: end-for
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9: end-for
10: return D=⋂(i=1)^T Di

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed approach will show the highest accuracy for all type of attacks including internal as well
external attacks. We develop the system in java with 5000 external and internal attacks. LOIC is use for remote
attack generator. Table 1 shows the proposed system estimated detection rate with existing systems.
Table 6.1: Proposed System Estimated Detection Rate
Approach

Detection Method

Internal Detection Ration

External Attack detection
Ratio

IDS using GA

Genetic evaluation with

82%

56%

KDD
IDS using FGA

Fuzzy Genetic

86%

89%

IDS using data mining

K- means clustering

88%

85%

Black box key recovery

95%

92%

approach
KIDS (Proposed Estimated)

approach

All the attack stated allow us to recover some key bytes (we expect that they can be extended to full keyrecovery staying within the same complexity).
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Fig -6.1: Proposed System Estimated Detection Rate

Table 6.2 : Result Analysis

Sr.No

File Name

Precision

Recall

F-measure

1

kkk.txt

0.343028

0.656272

0.450713

2

xyz.txt

0.308566

0.628568

0.485326

3

abc.txt

0.506894

0.513682

0.658942

4

aaa.txt

0.308566

0.628568

0.485326

5

abcd.txt

0.259864

0.852645

0.725468

From the Table 6.2 we can show the result analysis graphically for this analysis parameter. Precision it
the degree to which repeated measurements under unchanged condition shows the same result. Fig 6.2 shows
Precision Graph.

Fig -6.2: Result Analysis(Precision)
Recall is the fraction of the document that are relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved. This is
shown in fig 6.3..
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Fig -6.3: Result Analysis(Recall)
F-measure is the measure that combines precision and recall. F-measure is shown in fig 6.4.

Fig -6.4: Result Analysis(F-measure)

7. CONCLUSION
This system is based on Key-Recovery on Black-Box KIDS & Key-Recovery on Gray-Box KIDS. KIDS
system will offer a good platform to prevent information from leakage by regenerating key. This system will detect
unauthorized user, and recover or regenerate key & Block respective unauthorized user. The focus in this work has
been on recovering the key through efficient procedures.
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